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Tell and show everything related to the Shenmue series.n Hello, this is my first post on this forum and I'm going to cover a topic that is very difficult to answer. Hello, that's basically it. But if it's really important, I would like to tell everything to the best of my understanding of ShenME) .. ------------------------------------------------- -----------------âœ‚ Hello! This refers to what you need to know about Shen ME, and
not about our author's project. And you have nothing to do with Shen MAX, as I understand it: D: My name is Kanky. I am the author of ShenMAX. I haven't been posting on the forum lately because I lost one of the three features. I will rarely write, so ... as you understand, everything is not so simple. I work in a student publication, and I spend my free time playing games. Year the game started: 1997-2007. Size:
Infernal hell as always Hey! I also write in the forum, although no, I just started talking here. Why don't you post on the forum? ..... Kanky wrote: I call myself Kanky. I am the creator of this creation. Lately I haven't posted on the forum. This is due to the fact that one feature was missing, which was in Shen Magic Force. But as a toy it was cool. As a rule, I rarely appear here, but I will continue to write, so. I think
you are aware that something is wrong with the forum and why, because some servers have become unavailable. .. Kanky replied to this:... more Don't you think that 7 thousand characters of limping on all legs, unreadable text, the banality and absurdity of which in sections with game material are not particularly encouraging. Thanks for attention! Maybe someone has a question: Why do we need a discussion? Of
course, you all know that Shen mE is not just another manga, but a full-fledged first-person shooter, where there is also a single company, where you decide everything yourself (there has never been such a thing that a bunch of fans lost their peace when they reached the final) and multiplayer with high level, where you are destined for death. We will believe that we, as always, will believe in the best, that rumors
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